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One-Pass Mode and Motion Decision for Multilayer
Quality Scalable Video Coding
Meng Xu, Zhan Ma, Member, IEEE, and Yao Wang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— This paper presents a novel low-complexity motion
estimation and mode decision algorithm for encoding multiple
quality layers following the H.264/scalable video coding standard,
considering both coarse grain scalability (CGS) and medium
grain scalability (MGS). The proposed algorithm conducts
motion estimation and mode decision only at the base layer (BL)
and enforces the higher layers to inherit the motion and mode
decisions of the BL. In order for the decision made at the BL
to be nearly optimal for all layers, we use the highest layer
reconstructed frame as the reference frame for motion estimation
and set the Lagrangian multipliers according to the quantization
parameter of the current and higher layers. We also propose a
simple early skip/direct decision to further boost the encoding
speed. Mode decision and motion estimation is conducted at a
higher layer only if the layer below it uses the skip/direct mode for
a block. Significant complexity reduction can be achieved because
the mode and motion estimation is performed at most once for
each macroblock. Because the mode and motion information
only needs to be transmitted once, we also achieve a slightly
better rate–distortion (R–D) performance for typical videos.
Experiments have shown more than 2× (up to 5×) speedup for
a three-layer encoder against the conventional R–D optimized
reference software JSVM on both CIF and HD sequences, and
for both CGS and MGS, with the tradeoff of the coding efficiency
measured by the Bjontegaard delta rate.

Index Terms— Fast motion and mode decsion, CGS, MGS,
H.264/SVC.

I. INTRODUCTION

SCALABLE video holds a great potential for networked
video applications where a single bit stream can be

adapted at the network gateway or proxy according to the
constraints from the underlying network and/or heterogeneous
clients. Scalable video stream typically includes one base
layer (BL) at limited quality and one or more enhancement
layers (ELs) providing improved quality.

We choose the H.264/SVC [1], [2] or simply SVC to
demonstrate our ideas because SVC is already adopted in
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the commercial market such as Vidyo conferencing system,
Google+, etc. What we have proposed here could benefit the
product immediately. On the other hand, it requires substantial
efforts to migrate these ideas to the recently finalized scal-
able extension of High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [3],
which is deferred for future research.

SVC is developed on top of the well-designed H.264/AVC
with additional inter-layer coding tools to exploit the
inter-layer correlations. As in prior video coding stan-
dards, H.264/AVC and SVC also adopt the block based
coding structure, where each non-overlapped block with
16×16 pixels is the basic coding unit called macroblock (MB).
It can be further split into smaller partitions [4]. In a conven-
tional implementation of SVC encoder (including the SVC
reference software JSVM [5]), at each layer, the mode of each
block is determined by exploring all H.264/AVC compatible
modes, as well as additional SVC modes if applicable. This
makes an L-layer encoder having the complexity more than
L-times of a single layer encoder as observed in [6].
In addition, SVC reference implementation optimizes the
mode at the current layer by only considering this layer,
and thus will not guarantee the global optimality for all
layers.

Generally, SVC optimization has been pursued along two
avenues. One is improving the SVC coding efficiency at the
expense of increasing encoder complexity. In this direction,
Schwarz and Wiegand [7] have studied the joint optimiza-
tion for all layers, yielding the best performance of SVC
(i.e., +10% bit rate overhead for two-layer scenario against
the H.264/AVC single layer encoder). However, this introduces
even higher encoding complexity (i.e., multiple times of the
reference software), making it impractical for coding structures
with more than two layers. Another algorithm is later proposed
by Li et. al [8], which has reduced complexity than [7] but is
still more complex than the reference software, with about 7%
encoding time increase. Another work [9] has tried to refine
the Rate-distortion (R-D) model and Lagrangian multiplier λ,
considering the distribution of inter-layer prediction residual in
addition to the quantization parameter (QP). Relating λ as the
function of QP and residual distribution has also been studied
in [10] for single layer video coding.

Another avenue for improving SVC is to reduce the com-
putational complexity for practical application purpose. This
typically comes with the loss of the coding efficiency. Most
of these works, such as [11]–[17], exploit the inter-layer mode
correlation to reduce the mode candidates at the EL. The mode
decision algorithm proposed in [18] relies on multiple thresh-
olds rather than the R-D optimization approach. Note that all
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these methods try to reduce the complexity at ELs, without
considering the mode decision process jointly for all
the layers.

Different from all prior works, we accomplish both com-
plexity reduction and coding efficiency improvement through
the following innovative ideas:

• Multilayer Mode Inference (MMI): We perform the
one-pass motion estimation and mode decision
(1-MEMD) at one layer only, and force an upper
layer to inherit the mode and motion (including
partitioning) information from the lower layer. This
not only bypasses the computationally intensive motion
estimation and mode decision at upper layers, but also
reduces the bit rate for signaling the motion and mode
information. Typically 1-MEMD is performed at the
base layer. However, if the BL satisfies the early skip/
direct (ESD) threshold, 1-MEMD will be done at a
higher layer, as explained below.

• One-Pass Motion Estimation and Mode Decision
Using Reference Decoupling and Lagrangian Multiplier
Refinement: With the goal to make the motion and mode
decision at the base layer to be near optimal for all
the layers, we use the reconstructed reference frame
at the finest layer to perform motion estimation at the
base layer. However, to avoid potential error drift for
CGS, we use the reconstructed reference frame at the
current layer to perform motion compensation during
encoding. Furthermore, we set the Lagrangian multipliers
for motion and mode decision at the base layer based
on the QPs of the highest layer and the current layer,
respectively, to provide a good balance between the R-D
performances of different layers.

• Early Skip/Direct Decision (ESD): We also implement a
fixed-threshold-based early Skip/Direct decision scheme
to further improve the SVC encoder throughput with
negligible coding efficiency loss. At the base layer, we
perform 1-MEMD only if a block does not satisfy the
ESD threshold. At an upper layer, we perform 1-MEMD
only if a block does not satisfy the ESD threshold and
the lower layer is coded using the ESD mode. In all
other cases, the current layer inherits the motion and
mode decision of the lower layer. This way, 1-MEMD
is performed at most once over all layers. In addition,
we only examine the inter 16×16 modes at the upper
layer, because we have found that 16×16 modes are
usually chosen when the lower layer is coded using the
ESD mode.

Simulation results demonstrate that our algorithm sig-
nificantly reduces the encoder complexity, while achieving
slightly higher coding efficiency on average over a set of
test sequences, for both CGS and MGS structures, under
different resolutions. For instance, given a three-layer encoding
structure, almost 5× complexity reduction and more than 10%
BD-Rate improvement has been reported for Akiyo sequence
coded using MGS, while almost 2× complexity reduction
and over 1% BD-Rate gain for Football sequence using CGS.
Akiyo and Football are typical video contents with stationary
and motion intensive characteristics, respectively.

Preliminary results of this work was presented in [19].
It is extended with the consideration of the Lagrangian mul-
tiplier refinement for coding efficiency improvement while
keeping the same magnitude of encoder complexity reduction.
Meanwhile, MGS coding structure is also evaluated with the
different strategy for key and non-key frames, which is not
studied in [19]. Only CIF resolution videos were evaluated
in [19], while we include the evaluation results for other
HD videos as well in this version. Moreover, two sets of
simulations are performed with different SVC encoder set-
tings, i.e., one is the low-complexity SVC encoder without
using multiple reference frames, small coding blocks, adaptive
inter-layer motion prediction, etc, targeting for the practical
real-time applications; while the other is the default SVC
encoder with all tools enabled for high-efficiency compression
demonstration. Extensive experiments further evident that our
proposed method is generally applicable to different video
contents and various encoder configurations.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II briefly reviews
the relevant R-D optimized mode decision algorithm in the
conventional multilayer SVC encoder. The proposed one-pass
motion estimation and mode decision algorithm is presented
in Sec. III, followed by the performance evaluation and dis-
cussions in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V discusses future research
direction.

II. MODE DECISION OF CONVENTIONAL SVC ENCODER

The R-D optimized mode decision algorithm [20] is applied
at each layer of SVC for every MB to search the best mode m∗
from all available candidate modes ms with the best trade-off
between the bitrate and distortion, i.e.,

m∗ = arg min
m

J
(

m; f, f̂ , λ
)
, (1)

with R-D cost function J defined as

J
(

m; f, f̂ , λ
)

= D
(

f, f̄
(

m, f̂
))

+ λR
(

m, f − f p

(
m, f̂

))
, (2)

where f is the original signal, f̄ (m, f̂ ) and f p(m, f̂ ) are the
reconstructed and predicted signal using reference frame f̂
and mode candidate m, respectively, and R is the rate to code
the mode m and the corresponding residual ( f − f p(m, f̂ )).
The Lagrangian multiplier λ is a function of the quantization
parameter (QP) at the current layer [21]. In the JSVM encoder
implementation [22], it is given by λ (QP) = 0.85 × 2

QP−12
3 .

For the Inter-mode with a given partition, one has to
determine the best motion vector (MV) for each sub-block
from a list of candidates. Similar to the mode decision process,
a cost function JMV is defined to select the best MV for each
partition through R-D optimization, i.e.,

v∗ = arg min
v

JMV

(
v; f, f̂ , λMV

)
, (3)

with JMV equal to

JMV

(
v; f, f̂ , λMV

)
= DMV

(
f, f̂ (v)

)
+ λMV R (v), (4)
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Fig. 1. CGS and MGS coding structures for two quality layers.

where f̂ (v) is the compensated block using the MV candidate

v with f̂ as the reference signal. DMV( f, f̂ (v)) and R(v)
are the motion compensation error and rate to encode v,
respectively. The Lagrangian multiplier λMV depends on the
distortion criterion used by DMV. In the case that D is
measured in terms of sum of squared error (SSE) λMV = λ,
while λMV = √

λ if DMV is measured by sum of absolute
difference (SAD).

For the Intra-mode, there are also multiple predictions from
the spatial neighbors with various angular and non-angular
directions, associated with 16 ×16, 8 ×8 and 4 ×4 prediction
partitions. The best Intra-Direction (DIR) a∗ is determined
similarly, by minimizing JDIR, i.e.,

a∗ = arg min
ã

JDIR

(
a; f, f̃ , λDIR

)
, (5)

with

JDIR

(
a; f, f̃ , λDIR

)

= DDIR

(
f, f̄

(
a, f̃

))
+ λDIR R

(
a, f − f p(a, f̃ )

)
, (6)

where f̃ stands for the previously reconstructed signal in
neighbor blocks which is used as the reference to derive the
predicted block f p(a, f̃ ) with intra direction candidate a,
f̄ (a, f̃ ) is the reconstructed signal, and λDIR is determined
in the same fashion as λMV.

Optimal MV v∗ and DIR a∗ derived from Eqs. (3) and (5)
are used to reach the optimal mode m∗ via (1) for final
encoding. It is worth to note that optimal mode, MV or DIR
heavily relies on the reference signal fidelity and Lagrangian
multiplier. CGS and MGS use different reconstructed reference
frame, yielding quite different coding performance.

A. Conventional Mode Decision Method for CGS

As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), CGS has separate encoding flows
at each layer. In the conventional SVC encoder such as JSVM,
the R-D optimized motion estimation and mode decision
algorithm is applied in all layers [22], using the previously
decoded frame at the current layer as the reference frame.
It also uses the Lagrangian multiplier determined from the
QP used in the current layer. Specifically, the best mode m∗

i ,
motion vector v∗

i and intra direction a∗
i at i -th layer are

determined by (1), (3), and (5) with

f̂ = f̂i , λ = λ (QPi ),

λMV = λMV (QPi ), λDIR = λDIR (QPi ), (7)

where QPi denotes the QP used in i -th layer.

B. Conventional Mode Decision Method for MGS

Compared with CGS, MGS adopts a quite different coding
structure, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Since the MGS uses the
reference frame from the higher enhancement layer (typically
the highest layer is chosen) with better reconstructed quality,
MGS can noticeably improve the coding efficiency. However,
potential error drift might be introduced and propagated due to
the packet/slice loss at higher enhancement layer. To control
the error drift due to the possible data missing in the higher
layers, key frames are used to code I- or P-frames at the group-
of-pictures (GOP) boundaries. With referencing only from
the BL, key frames are immune to the loss in higher layers,
thus the error drift is confined within the erroneous GOP.

For the key frames, the best mode, motion vector and intra
direction at i -th layer are determined using

f̂ = f̂0, λ = λ (QPi ),

λMV = λMV (QPi ), λDIR = λDIR (QPi ). (8)

For non-key frames, the highest layer is used as reference for
both prediction and reconstruction. In a L-layer structure, the
best mode, motion vector and intra direction at i -th layer are
determined by

f̂ = f̂L , λ = λ (QPi ),

λMV = λMV (QPi ), λDIR = λDIR (QPi ). (9)

Different from Inter-mode, Intra-mode decision strictly
refers the spatial neighbor blocks at current layer and current
frame. Lagrangian multiplier uses the current layer QP to
guarantee the best reconstructed quality of Intra-mode coded
block. This is kept without change in our proposed algorithm
as well.

III. LOW-COMPLEXITY MULTILAYER MODE DECISION

Our work tries to reduce the encoder complexity while
potentially improving the coding efficiency. Generally, there
are three factors that are closely related to the SVC coding
efficiency and complexity, i.e., reconstructed reference signal
fidelity, Lagrangian multiplier and the number of mode candi-
dates. It is expected that coding efficiency could be improved
and complexity could be also reduced if we can carefully
adjust these three impact factors. To fulfill this purpose, we
have proposed the multilayer mode inference, reference signal
decoupling and Lagrangian multiplier refinement, and the early
skip/direct decision as follows.

A. Multilayer Mode Inference

After the best mode and motion information are deter-
mined at the BL (or more generally a lower layer) using the
approached described in Sec. III-B, we propose to carry it over
to all higher layers. This significantly reduces the complexity
by removing the need for motion and mode decision at higher
layers, and in the meantime reduces the overhead required for
mode and motion information signaling.

Towards this goal, we make use of the macroblock type
called MB_Inferred, which is defined in the SVC standard for
inter-layer mode derivation (with the syntax base mode flag
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set to 1), to force the mode reuse among layers. With this
approach,

• If the lower layer collocated MB is Inter-coded, then the
current layer MB is also coded in the Inter-mode (noted
as the BLSkip mode), where the MB partition and the
corresponding MVs are derived from the lower layer.

• If the lower layer collocated MB is Intra-coded, the
current layer MB is coded in the IntraBL mode, which
uses the reconstructed lower layer collocated MB as
prediction.

Note that when the BL uses an Intra-mode, we do not force
the EL to also use the same Intra-prediction mode. Rather,
we choose to use the IntraBL mode, because it is simple yet
efficient to provide decent coding efficiency.1 On the other
hand, the EL is forced to use the same Inter-prediction when
the BL is coded in the Inter-mode.

B. Reference Decoupling and Lagrangian
Multiplier Refinement

For a given MB, we propose to conduct motion estimation
and mode decision at the base layer only so that the chosen
mode and motion (if the chosen mode is Inter) are nearly
optimal for all layers. We call this one-pass motion estimation
and mode decision (1-MEMD). When a BL block satisfies
the ESD threshold, 1-MEMD is conducted at an intermediate
layer. In this section, we discuss how to determine motion and
mode at a given layer i so that the result is near optimal for
the current as well as all upper layers.

Intuitively, motion estimation will be more accurate by
using the reconstructed frame with better quality (or less
quantization noise). This was the rationale for the development
of the MGS approach, which uses the reference pictures at
higher EL (or just the highest EL) with less quantization noise
to perform motion estimation and compensation. However,
such an approach can introduce the error drift problem if the
packets are lost at EL. Therefore, key frame is set to bound
the drift error within a GOP.

Aiming at using the reference frame with better fidelity
to improve the motion estimation accuracy, we decide to
decouple the reference signal for motion estimation f̂ME and
compensation f̂MCP in the CGS mode. In other words, we will
use the reconstructed frame at the highest EL to do motion
search, but use the reconstructed frame at the current layer for
motion compensation. In this way, CGS could be supported
easily. For MGS, we will follow the standard specification
where both estimation and compensation is conducted using
the reconstructed frame at the highest EL and error drift is
controlled by key frames.

In addition to the reference decoupling, the Lagrangian mul-
tipliers used for R-D optimized motion estimation and mode
decision are also modified from the conventional approach

1Note that we in fact compared the two possibilities: One is to let EL
inherit the same intra-mode partition and directions used at the BL; another
is to use IntraBL. Because SVC does not have an existing mode that allows
the inheritance of the intra partition and directions, with the first option, we
have to repeat such side information at the EL layer that could harm the
coding efficiency. Thus we select the second option.

described in Sec. II, so that the chosen mode and motion well
balance the R-D performance among different layers.

Specifically, for an L-layer CGS encoder, for motion esti-
mation, we employ the reconstructed frame at the highest
layer as the reference frame and use the Lagrangian multiplier
corresponding to QP of the highest layer, for the R-D cost,
so that the resulting motion vector is more close to the true
motion. However, for mode decision, we use the Lagrangian
multiplier associated with the current layer QP for the
R-D cost. That is,

f̂ME,i = f̂L , λMV,i = λMV (QPL),

λi = λ (QPi ), λDIR,i = λDIR (QPi ), (10)

with f̂ME,i representing the reference signal for motion esti-
mation at i -th layer.

For mode decision, we have experimented with using
λ(QP j ), j = i, i + 1, · · · , L, for evaluating the R-D cost.
We have found that using λ(QPi ) would yield a good trade-
off among the coding efficiency for different layers. Moreover,
after obtaining the optimal motion and mode information
via (10), we apply motion compensation using reference signal
from current layer, i.e., f̂MCP,i = f̂i , to derive the predicted
frame for encoding to avoid error drift at decoder if the packets
are lost at ELs.

MGS shares almost the same strategy shown in (10) as
described above for CGS. The differences lie in the reference
signals used for motion compensation. Specifically, for key
frames, we use f̂MCP,i = f̂0, and for non-key frames, we use
f̂MCP,i = f̂L .

C. Early Skip/Direct Mode Decision

In spite that various fast motion estimation algorithms
have been developed (for example, the TZ-Search in JSVM
encoder [5]), motion search still dominates complexity in the
encoder. With the multilayer mode inference, EL complexity
has been reduced dramatically, however BL still demands
computationally intensive motion search. A low-complexity
early skip mode decision was introduced by Jeon and Lee [23]
and has brought vast interest over the past years, where the
mode decision terminates when the skip mode decision meets
the certain conditions at early stage. Numerous early skip
conditions have been designed for the H.264/AVC. In [24],
the motion filed is analyzed, and a statistic model is proposed
to guide the mode selection. In [25], the Lagrangian multiplier
is modeled to assist the early skip decision. In [26], the tem-
poral correlation between frames is utilized in the early skip
threshold derivation. Saha et al. [27] present three methods
for the early skip decision, using the ρ-domain rate model, the
spatial-temporal prediction, and the restricted reference frame.
For quality scalability in SVC, the early skip is also studied
in [28], where the lower layer information is used to assist
the early skip decision at CGS ELs. These approaches rely on
either multiple thresholds, or multiple motion compensations
for comparison, and some also require the storage of historical
data.

We propose a simple yet effective early Skip/Direct (ESD)
mode decision scheme by extending the early termination
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technique to include the Direct mode. The proposed method
uses fixed thresholds for deciding on the Skip and Direct mode.
Note that this method is generally applicable for mode decision
at a single layer coder (e.g. H.264/AVC) as well as all layers
in SVC.

1) ESD Mode: Among all the Inter-modes in H.264/AVC
and SVC, Skip and Direct modes are two special cases.

• Skip mode is available in both P- and B-frames (noted
as P_SKIP and B_SKIP), using the predictive motion
vector (PMV) as MV, and the partition size is always
16 × 16 and motion compensation residual is not coded..

• Direct mode is similar to Skip mode except that it is
available only in B-frames (noted as B_DIRECT), and
the residual is quantized and coded [29].

We extend the concept of Direct mode to P-frames by
allowing a P_DIRECT mode, coded using the syntax of
the Inter 16 × 16 mode, where its PMV is used as actual
MV, and it has non-zero quantized residual. In RD-optimized
mode decision, the skip and direct mode are treated in the
same way as other modes, skip or direct is chosen only
if it provides lowest Lagrangian cost. We propose an early
decision approach to determine whether a MB should be
coded using the skip or direct mode without going through
motion estimation and coding of residuals. The mode chosen
at this early stage is marked as early Skip/Direct (ESD) mode
internally in the encoder.

Intuitively, for a Skip mode coded block, its PMV has
to be very accurate, and the prediction error is small and
homogeneous. Similarly, Direct mode implies that the PMV
is probably accurate, but the prediction error is not negligible.
The homogeneity of residual can be guaranteed by examining
the 8 × 8 sub-blocks, which is also shown to be effective in
early skip decision [26].

Let Dl and Dc stand for the prediction error in luma and
chroma components respectively for an 8 × 8 sub-block using
PMV. If Dl of all the sub-blocks is less than the thresholds
T1,Luma and Dc is less than the T1,Chroma, Skip mode is
applied for the current MB. If the Skip mode criterion is not
satisfied, but Dl is still below a more relaxed threshold T2,
then the Direct mode is selected. Otherwise, the R-D optimized
mode decision is performed. The thresholds are QP dependent,
as discussed below. The proposed ESD mode decision is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the ESD flag indicates whether
the ESD conditions are satisfied. Note that in case that the
ESD condition is not satisfied in any one of the 8 × 8 sub-
block, it is unnecessary to check Dl and Dc for the remaining
sub-blocks.

2) ESD Threshold Derivation: Intuitively, the ESD thresh-
olds should be similar to the expected quantization error
associated with the QP used. If the prediction error Dl and Dc

is already less than the quantization error, the error blocks
are likely to be quantized to all zeros after going through
transform and quantization. Therefore, we propose to use the
averaged quantization error among all training blocks coded
using non-skip mode at the QP of the current layer as the early
skip threshold, i.e., T1,Luma(QP) = ēq(QP)(QP). In H.264/AVC,
quantization stepsize q is a monotonic function of QP, i.e.,
q = 2

QP−4
6 [1].

Fig. 2. ESD mode decision, where Dl and Dc are the prediction error in luma
and chroma component using PMV, respectively. T1 and T2 are dependent on
the QP and determined using the method described in Sec. III-C2.

Fig. 3. Quantization error ēq in luminance v.s. quantization stepsize q for
four test sequences. The quantization error is measured using SAD per pixel,
and averaged over all blocks coded with non-Skip modes.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between luma ēq and q
for four test CIF sequences coded by JSVM using single
layer encoding configuration. All the data points follow the
same trend, despite slight variations among the sequences.
Although the individual threshold could be chosen for each
sequence, our experiments show that averaged ēq over the
four test sequences serves pretty well not only for these four
sequences, but also other CIF and HD sequences. As will be
shown in later sections, the fixed threshold could give a good
trade-off between the coding efficiency loss and complexity
reduction. Figure 3 shows the case using the SAD to measure
the prediction error. We have found that using the sum of
squared difference (SSD) gives a very similar trend. Therefore
we choose SAD as the error metric, as it requires less
computation.

By using the default JSVM configurations, only the luma
component is used in the motion search, therefore a small
prediction error in luma does not necessarily imply a small
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Fig. 4. BL mode decision with ESD enabled.

error in chroma components. The ēq for chroma components
are also collected in our experiment, and approximately equal
to half of the averaged luma quantization error. However,
since human eyes are less sensitive in chrominance, we apply
T1,Luma for the chroma components as well, and denote it
as T1. For Direct mode, we only check luminance error against
a threshold T2 to ensure the accuracy of PMV. Our experiment
shows that choosing T2 = 1.2T1 yields less than 0.5%
BD-Rate [30] increase compared with the case where there
is no early Direct mode decision, but with noticeable encoder
complexity reduction (i.e., more than 5%).

3) Multilayer Mode Inference With ESD Mode: Figure 4
shows the BL mode decision with ESD enabled. The ESD
condition is checked first, and the conventional modes are
examined only if the ESD condition is not satisfied.

When a block at the BL is coded using ESD mode, its
MV (reused from PMV) may not reflect the actual motion,
because ME is completely bypassed. If such MV is carried
to the higher layers, there is no guarantee that this MV
remains near-optimal for ELs. To resolve this issue, we
perform the motion search at the EL, but with the following
constraints:

• ME is conducted only if the current layer MB does
not satisfy the ESD theshold, and if ME has not been
performed in lower layers (i.e., the lower layer has a ESD
flag).

• ME is conducted at the 16×16 block size only. This is
because, when the lower layer satisfies the ESD condition,
the entire 16×16 block can usually be predicted well with
a single MV.

With this approach, MEMD does not necessarily take
place at the BL. However, MEMD is conducted at most
one time, either at BL or some EL. Motion estimation and
mode decision, as well as the motion compensation are
performed following the approach discussed in Sec. III-B.
Figure 5 illustrates the mode decision at EL when ESD is
enabled.

Fig. 5. EL mode decision with ESD mode inference.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Configurations

Seven test sequences with CIF resolution at 30 fps (frame
per second), three with 720p resolution at 50 fps and three
with 720p resolution at 60 fps are encoded with three CGS
and MGS layers respectively, using JSVM 9.19.15 soft-
ware [5] (and its modification) implemented with the proposed
algorithm. The hierarchical B-structure with GOP length of 16
for CGS and 8 for MGS is used with Intra-picture period of 64.
The QP difference between adjacent layers is fixed to be 6.
For each sequence, the base-layer QPs are chosen to cover
a wide range while providing reasonable perceptual quality
(mostly with resulting Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio [PSNR]
from 30 dB to 40 dB approximately), as detailed in Table I. For
both encoders, SAD is used as the error measurement metric
for RD-optimized motion estimation and mode decision, and
CABAC is used for entropy coding.

The simulations are conducted with two encoding configu-
rations, i.e., low-complexity settings targeting at practical real-
time applications as our primary focus, and the default SVC
test conditions with all SVC coding tools enabled as reference.
Low-complexity encoder configuration is first introduced in
the following paragraphs.

For the motion search, we use only one reference frame for
both encoders, as enabling multiple reference frame almost
increases the encoder complexity multiple times, and therefore
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TABLE I

QP CONFIGURATION FOR DIFFERENT CONTENT

is seldom applied in low-complexity encoders for real-time
applications.

Even though H.264/AVC and SVC support the block parti-
tion size for Inter-mode from 16×16 down to 4×4, according
to our experiments, we have noticed that coding efficiency is
degraded less than 1% (in terms of BD-Rate) by disabling
block size less than 8 × 8 in Inter-modes, but with quite
significant 25% encoder complexity reduction compared with
the default JSVM encoding. This is also confirmed during
the High-efficiency video coding (HEVC) standardization
that smaller block size (less than 8 × 8) does not provide
significant coding efficiency improvement for Inter-frames but
with dramatic overhead for memory access and computing.
Hence, 4 × 4 block based motion compensation is not used
in HEVC [31]. In the low-complexity settings, we also do
not consider the block partitions smaller than 8 × 8 in Inter-
modes, in both original JSVM and the one implemented with
the proposed algorithm.

For the inter-layer prediction tools in SVC, adaptive residual
prediction is enabled for both encoders. The adaptive inter-
layer motion prediction (ILMP) is enabled in a fully R-D
optimized encoder; however in the low-complexity encoder
profile, we have enforced ILMP for both encoders, i.e., the
PMV at the EL is always from the lower layer. This is
because from our experiments, we have noticed that the
coding efficiency gain brought by adaptive ILMP is mar-
ginal, which is also consistent with the results reported
by Li et. al [32].

With these modifications to the default JSVM targeting
for the practical real-time SVC implementation, we
note this anchor reference as low-complexity JSVM
(i.e., LC-JSVM). Its simulation results are presented and
discussed in Section IV-B. Additional performance evaluation
using default JSVM with multiple reference pictures, small
blocks, and adaptive ILMP, is shown in Section IV-C.

The experiments are conducted on a Linux computer server
equipped with Intel Xeon (E5405@2.00GHz) processor and
8GB memory, running Ubuntu 12.04 server edition. Each
individual encoding process is executed exclusively, without
interfering with other running programs. The relative reduction

of total encoding time �T (for all layers)2 is defined as

�T = TJSVM − TProp

TJSVM
× 100%, (11)

averaged over all the QPs, where TJSVM and TProp are the
total encoding time for the default JSVM and the proposed
low-complexity algorithm, respectively, and measured using
the timing function provided by the operating system. �Tm is
the reduction of time in mode decision (including the motion
search) at each layer, which is derived in the similar manner.
For each block, the time consumed in mode decision could
be lower than the minimum precision provided by the system
timing function, thus we measure the CPU cycle count, and
convert it back to time using 2.00 GHz frequency (the CPU
frequency is fixed to 2.00 GHz when running the simulations).

B. Performance Evaluation Using
Low-Complexity SVC Encoder

Figure 6 shows the performance evaluation (i.e., R-D curve
and complexity) for two typical CIF test sequences (Akiyo
with stationary scene and Football with intensive motion)
using CGS structure, with and without enabling ESD mode.
As expected, with our proposed method, the mode decision
time at the EL is reduced significantly and remains almost
constant among different QPs. At the BL, the complexity
reduction from ESD mode is quite noticeable, and the amount
of time reduction is sequence dependent. It is noticed that
in the default JSVM, the EL takes less time to encode than
the BL. This is due to the forced ILMP together with the fast
motion search, where the MV from the lower layer is used
as PMV, resulting the motion search engine terminates at an
early stage. More complexity saving is expected if adaptive
ILMP is enabled or the fast motion search is disabled.

The complete simulation results for the CIF test sequences
are detailed in Table II. Note that negative BD-Rate means
the percentage of reduced rate for the same PSNR, compared
to default JSVM. As the experiment results show, our low-
complexity multilayer mode decision algorithm, even with
ESD mode disabled, achieves an averaged 43.9% total time
reduction for encoding all three layers, with averaged 0.7%,3

79.9%, and 83.5% time reduction for mode decision for the
BL, EL #1 and #2, respectively. With ESD mode enabled in all
the layers, the average total time reduction increases to 57.5%,
with average 33.0%, 84.5%, and 87.0% mode decision time
reduction in different layers.

Recall that the motion estimation is mainly conducted at
the BL using the finest reconstruction as reference instead
of from the current layer. This leads to averaged 0.8%
and 1.6% BD-Rate loss at the BL with ESD disabled and

2Note that relative time measurement is a popular metric used by video
coding industry (esp. HEVC standardization committee) to illustrate the
encoder complexity variations. Many technical proposals are adopted by
evaluating its coding efficiency, relative encoder/decoder running time, and
other considerations for practical implementation.

3Note that due to the reference decoupling , the reference at BL has higher
quality than in JSVM, therefore even when ESD is disabled, the fast motion
estimation algorithm (e.g., TZ-search used by JSVM) could terminate at an
early stage from our experiments and potentially reduce the time for motion
estimation.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of proposed algorithm v.s. default JSVM for sequences Akiyo and Football using CGS coding structure. The top row plots
the R-D curve for each layer. The middle row shows the total bit rate v.s. the total encoding time of all three layers. The bottom row shows the time consumed
in mode decision (including motion estimation) at each layer.

enabled, respectively. However, the higher layers benefit from
the mode chosen at the BL and the inheritance of BL modes,
resulting in averaged BD-Rate improvement of 5.8% and 5.1%
at layer #1, and 1.1% and 0.8% at layer #2, with ESD mode
disabled and enabled, respectively.

The performance evaluation for 720p test sequences are
listed in Table III. With ESD mode disabled, the BD-Rate
gains are −5.4%, −2.6%, and 1.9% averaged for each
layer respectively, with average overall encoding time saving
of 48.9%.4 With ESD mode enabled, the coding efficiency
drops (but still with gains), but the saving for overall encoding
time increases to 68.4% on average.

4The tested 720p sequences have frame rate at 50Hz, which results in
better motion search accuracy compared with 30Hz CIF test sequences. With
reference decoupling, it leads to better performance at BL compared with CIF
sequences.

Reported above are the simulations under the CGS coding
structure. The simulation results using MGS coding struc-
ture for test sequences Akiyo and Football are demon-
strated in Fig. 7. It is noticed that the proposed algorithm
has significant coding gain over the LC-JSVM software for
sequence Akiyo. Our investigation shows that this gain comes
from our cross-layer mode decision in the MGS key frames.
Since the sequences Akiyo has a stationary background, most
of the bits are consumed in the key frames. While the JSVM
encoder mode selection is optimized only for the current layer,
our proposed cross-layer mode decision algorithm achieves
near global optimality and provides much higher coding effi-
ciency at the ELs.

Table IV and V list the complete performance evaluation
for the CIF and 720p test sequences encoded using MGS
structure. Since MGS already benefits from using the highest
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR CIF USING CGS ON TOP OF LC-JSVM

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR 720p USING CGS ON TOP OF LC-JSVM

layer as reference, the coding efficiency of proposed method
is expected to have less gain over the conventional R-D
optimized method compared to that using CGS structure. Since
the mode decision is tuned toward the EL, despite that the BL
may suffer from coding efficiency loss, the EL still has gains
in the coding efficiency for the CIF sequences. The complexity
reduction for proposed method without ESD is similar to
that in the CGS case. For the CIF sequences, with ESD
mode supported, the BL benefits from more than 50% average
mode decision time reduction. With the additional complexity
reduction in the EL mode decision, the total encoding time for
all three layers is reduced by 66.5% on average. For the 720p
sequences, slight coding efficiency degradation is observed,5

5This is due to reason that Lagrangian multiplier is not tuned for the middle
layer, thus the selected mode is suboptimal. The MGS structure also affects
the Skip mode decision, thus T1 and T2 derived from single layer coded
CIF sequences may not fit very well.

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR CIF USING MGS ON TOP OF LC-JSVM

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR 720p USING MGS ON TOP OF LC-JSVM

however the complexity saving follows the same trend as in
the CGS case.

C. Performance Evaluation Using Default SVC Encoder

We have demonstrated the efficiency of proposed algorithm
using the low-complexity SVC encoder configuration targeting
for the practical implementation, where only one reference
frame is used, block size less than 8×8 is disabled for motion
estimation and compensation, and ILMP is enforced at EL.
In this section, we provide another set of experiments where
anchor reference uses the default SVC encoder (i.e., multiple
reference pictures, complete block size supported in motion
estimation and compensation as well as the adaptive inter-
layer motion compensation).
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison of proposed algorithm v.s. default JSVM for sequences Akiyo and Football using MGS coding structure. The top row plots
the R-D curve for each layer. The middle row shows the total bit rate v.s. the total encoding time of all three layers. The bottom row shows the time consumed
in mode decision (including motion estimation) at each layer.

Except the anchor reference software, we keep other para-
meters the same without change, i.e., QPs, ESD threshold, etc.
Meanwhile, we have included 720p 60Hz Class E sequences
from the HEVC common test content to further verify the
efficiency of our proposed scheme. Simulations are presented
in Table VI, VII, VIII and IX. As we can see, similar perfor-
mance is observed to not only speed up the multi-layer SVC
encoding but also improve the coding efficiency for typical
video contents (such as Akiyo, FourPeople, etc.). It is also
noted that even for the newly introduced HEVC test sequences,
our algorithm still demonstrates its efficiency. For instance,
it reports averaged 85.9% time saving and −4.0% BD-Rate
improvement for MGS encoder with ESD enabled. But we
also observe the BD-Rate loss for other sequences, such as
Crew and Football with complex texture and motion. This is
due the reason that these sequences generally use different
modes among layers (particular when enabling all features),

but we enforce the mode inference between successive layers.
Coding efficiency could be improved if we relax this condition
by including other potential mode candidates, but of course
the complexity reduction would be decreased. In general,
our proposed algorithm is applicable to various contents
and encoder settings according to the experiments performed
in Section IV-B and IV-C.

D. Performance Comparison With Other
SVC Mode Decision Algorithms

Compared with the existing low-complexity mode deci-
sion algorithms for SVC [11]–[17], our method achieved
significantly greater complexity reduction. The time saving
factors reported in these prior studies ranged from 30.5% [13]
to 77.8% [12], whereas our method ranges from 47.5%
(Football CGS) to 81.5% (Akiyo MGS). Note that most of
these works reported the savings at EL only while our work
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TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR CIF USING CGS ON TOP OF DEFAULT JSVM

TABLE VII

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR 720p USING CGS ON TOP OF DEFAULT JSVM

presents the overall saving for all layers. As indicated in
Tables II, III, IV, and IV, our encoder can consistently reduce
the computation time by more than 80% for mode decision
in each enhancement layer. Furthermore, all these prior works
were tested on only two quality layers, and had BD-Rate loss
ranging from 0.3% to 0.9% (except for [17], which considers
intra mode only), whereas our method achieved slight gain in
the coding efficiency for most test cases.

The reason that we can achieve significantly higher com-
plexity reduction is because we perform MEMD only once,
whereas the prior methods all perform MEMD at every layer.
These prior works focused on how to reduce the complexity
for performing MEMD at a particular layer, some by making
use of the correlation between modes of adjacent layers.

TABLE VIII

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR CIF USING MGS ON TOP OF DEFAULT JSVM

TABLE IX

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

FOR 720p USING MGS ON TOP OF DEFAULT JSVM

For the Intra-mode decision at the EL, the proposed scheme
only performs IntraBL mode, whereas [14] needs to perform
nine Intra-predictions under 4×4 block size, plus the IntraBL
mode. Other methods [11], [12], [16], [18] require even
more computational resource to further check 16 × 16 block
based predictions in addition to 4 × 4 block based prediction
and IntraBL.

Compared with the well-known multilayer mode decision
of SVC which achieves coding efficiency improvement with
significant increase in complexity [7], [8], our method could
significantly reduce the encoder complexity while slightly
improving the coding efficiency. Instead of forcing all layers
using the same mode, the work in [7] determines the
modes for all layers simultaneously to improve the overall
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R-D performance of enhancement layers with sacrifice at the
base layer. Even though this can lead to more significant cod-
ing efficiency gain than our method, it requires significantly
more computation time, thus cannot be practically extended to
three-layer coding structure. A simplified method [8] requires
roughly 7% of encoding time increase on average (with a
two-layer structure) of the reference software.

Our solution is quite orthogonal with the scheme proposed
in [9] and [18]. Those simplified R-D decision and improved
λ derivation methods could be possibly used in our work to
further improve the performance.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we propose a novel low-complexity mode deci-
sion algorithm for multilayer quality scalable video coding.
The core idea behind our proposed scheme is to perform
motion estimation and mode decision only once at the base
layer, and let the higher layers inherit the decisions made at
the BL. Although this can significantly reduce the encoding
complexity, it can lead to coding efficiency loss at higher
layers if the base layer decision is made to optimize the coding
efficiency of the base layer only. In order for the decision
made at the BL to be nearly optimal for all layers, we use
the highest layer reconstructed frame as the reference frame
for temporal prediction and set the Lagrangian multiplier
according to the QP of the current and higher layers. We also
propose a simple early Skip/Direct decision method to further
boost the encoding speed. Significant complexity reduction can
be achieved because motion estimation is done at most once,
and mode candidates are significantly reduced at enhancement
layers. By forcing the EL to inherit the motion and mode
information from the lower layer, we also reduce the signaling
overhead for such information, which in turn lead to slight
gain in the coding efficiency. The proposed scheme is quite
different from prior works where ME is required at every layer.

Experiments have shown an average of more than
2× (up-to 5×) speedup for a three-layer encoder against con-
ventional rate-distortion optimized reference software JSVM
for all test sequences, and targeting for the practical real-
time applications. More specifically, average of 2× and
3× for both CIF and HD sequences coded using CGS,
and 3× and 4× for MGS coded CIF and HD, respectively.
Slight BD-Rate improvement could be also obtained in several
typical sequences in the meantime, but the improvement is
content dependent. As an example, more than 4× complexity
reduction and more than 3% BD-Rate improvement has been
reported for Akiyo sequence coded using CGS and over
5× complexity reduction with 12% BD-Rate gain for MGS,
while almost 2× complexity reduction and more than
1% BD-Rate gain for Football sequence using CGS, and
2× complexity reduction with 3% BD-Rate loss for MGS.
HD test sequences have more complexity reduction with a
little worse coding efficiency than the CIF sequences.6

One of our future research focus is to extend the
current algorithm to the scalable extension of HEVC

6It is observed that HD sequences under MGS coding structure has some
coding efficiency loss, which is because the Lagrangian multiplier and the
ESD thresholds are not well tuned for this scenario.

(a.k.a. SHVC [3]). Since SHVC has quite substantial changes
from the SVC, such as multi-loop decoding, recursive coding
tree block, increased number of intra prediction candidates,
merge mode, etc, the extension is not straight forward. But
the principle behind the current algorithm is still applicable,
for instance, leveraging the high mode correlation between
successive layers to reduce the mode candidates at enhance-
ment layer, re-using the motion information from lower layer
to (at least) skip motion estimation extensively, etc.
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